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Abou Us 

“Let’s slim is an apparel enterprise that specialized in stocking and leggings.” 

Let’s slim is equipped with a one-stop system of knitting, sewing, dyeing, processing and packing. 

Founded in June 2008, Gamsungtex was once a distributor of Gamsungtex Textiles Co., Ltd. (former Shilin 

Fiber), a producer of stockings. In the very beginning, it mainly supply to clothing stores and exclusive 

shops. It was not until July 2008 that Gamsungtex was equipped with a one-stop system of knitting, sewing, 

dyeing, processing and packing relying on Gamsungtex Co., Ltd. And taking this opportunity, Gamsungtex 

became an enterprise that specialized in producing stockings and leggings. 

 

Provide differentiated quality guarantee with best technology, the most advanced equipment and 

most sincere mind 

The stockings and leggings designed and produced by Let’s slim company have adopted the 400 high 

stitch length knitting technology of Italian ‘LONATI’, which has no striping. The products have appropriate 

elasticity, and are smooth and comfortable. They adopt original yarn and functional spandex processed 

through FD (Full Dul) with “multi-filament yarn”, so as to realize differentiated quality and taste.  

Provide customers Total Factory Service, which includes material, design, development, product 

manufacturing and customer complaint settlement.  

Except for customizing products for customers, Let’s slim product planning department will also develop 

different materials and design plans in every new season, and strictly guarantee quality management and 

stable product supply. In addition, Let’s slim also carry out a new promotion technique which can 100% 

solve customers’ complaint. It will help change the structure of stockings distribution market. 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Overview 

Legwear Fashion Leader Let’s slim ！ 

 Company name: Let’s slim Co., Ltd 

 Representative: Park Yang soo 

 Date of founding: July 7, 2008 

 Location: 3F No.715-9 Building 3 Yangcheon-gu, Seoul  

 Main businesses: production, brand business, wholesaling and 

retailing of stockings/leggings 

 Associated company: Gumsungtex Co., Ltd.  

 Representative: Kim Dong am 

 Date of founding: October 5, 1985 

 Location: No.715-9 Building 3 Yangcheon-gu, Seoul 

 Main businesses: production, wholesaling and retailing of 

stockings/leggings 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Factory 

Equipped with One-Stop production system. 
 

Let’s slim is equipped with a one-stop system of knitting, sewing, 

dyeing, processing and packing, which can produce over 400 kinds  

of stockings and leggings. 

Construction sc
ale  

Production area 
Construction ar

ea 
Total area 

B1 ~ F5 B1 ~ F4 
190.30 square 

meters 
1027.48 square 

meters 

Current status of factory 

Current status of equipment 

Production capacity of stockings & leggings  

Total 
Knitting 
machine 

Sewing machine Dyeing machines Setting machine 

69 56 4 8 1 

A day A week A month A year 

18,000 126,000 540,000 6,500,000 

(Unit: EA) 

(Unit: pcs) 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Organization 

They are particular beautiful while working so diligently. 
 

Let’s slim staffs are a group of people with integrity who are responsible for external processing enterprises, 

customers and the society.  

Strategic planning 

department 

Business 

Department of  

Business 

department of  

Business group 

Operation and 

management group 

Business group 

Operation and 

management group 

Webpage development group 

Design group 

Operation and management group 

Online business 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Vision 

Keep striving and challenging to be a leader in the fashion socks industry 

In the future, Let’s slim will enter fashion socks and ornaments industry on the basis of stockings and leggings.  

It will also challenge the world market through promotion and brand development home and abroad.  

Promot
ion 

home 
and 

abroad 

Brand 
develo
pment 

Ornam
ents 

Stockin
gs/legg

ings 

Fashio
n socks 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Brand 

< duty-free : LOTTE > < drug store : OLIVEYOUNG > 

< duty-free > < duty-free > < duty-free > < drug store > < drug store  > 

Let’s Slim OFF-LINE 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Brand 

It is a new-concept stocking. The underwear part 

adopts three-dimensional knitting technology. 

Except for the function of shaping the hips, it can 

also embody a plump figure and shape beautiful 

bottoms lines.  

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Brand 

LASYA is Goddess of beauty in Hindu mythology.  

Let’s Slim has launched LASYA fashion stockings 

since 2006, so as to satisfy the needs of 

consumers who aged between 20 and 30 and in 

the pursuit of beautiful colors and patterns.  

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Brand http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   

It was made of Stereoplasm without sewing.  

Feel soft and comfortable  

It doesn't strain the movement of flexibility and muscle movement. 

Protects skin from ultraviolet rays. 



Product 
 

           Legwear Fashion Accessory, All About Stocking 

How to shape beautiful leg lines? 

Please try let‘s slim leg-slimming 

stockings 

200M hip-up shaping leggings 

It is a new-concept stocking. The 

underwear part adopts three-

dimensional knitting technology. 

Except for the function of shaping the 

hips, it can also embody a plump 

figure and shape beautiful bottoms 

lines.  

Ultraviolet-proof 

It can prevent 99% ultraviolet radiation, so 

as to prevent foxiness and skin aging.   

Anti-pollution  

It adopts superfine fiber, which can 

prevent invasion of foreign matters 

and have antipollution effect. 

Comfortable sweat-absorbent quick-drying 

effect 

Since it adopts the triple-structured Tactel 

fiber, it has high intensity and excellent sweat-

absorbent and quick-drying effect 

Wearing 

comfortable  

Soft, yet with good 

elasticity! 

It adopts superior Tactel nylon 

fiber of Yarn DuPont USA! 

In 2017, further upgraded leg-slimming 

technology and Tactel nylon fiber meet 

by chance, having created an upgrade 

200 leggings that exclusive to let‘s slim. 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Product    
 

           Legwear Fashion Accessory, All About Stocking 

Suitable for these consumers! 

Consumers who often stand for a 

long time 
（Airline stewardess, nurses, 

marketing staffs, etc.) 

Consumers whose legs 

often become swollen  

Consumers who often sit for a 

long time  
（students, office ladies, etc.)  

The underwear part adopts three-

dimensional knitting technology. 

It can shape hip lines and leg lines 

at the same time  

Paste a mark to distinguish front 

and back 

It is easy to distinguish front and back 

when wearing this product.  

Woven with composite filaments 

A little bit thicker, which is suitable 

for autumn/winter. 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Business Area 

Brand Promotion 
 

It is a customized service. After the products being produced by Let’s Slim according to customers’ demand, it will be 

packed in the manner designated by customers and labeled with designated trademarks. The difference between this 

and ordinary customization is that this customized service can minimize the production cycle and provide customers a 

small quantity or a large quantity of customized production and sample production with competitive price. It is a factory 

service based on traditional OEM (labeled with subscriber’s trademark after production).  

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr   



Clients & Partners 

Twenty brands and suppliers home and abroad have chosen the high-quality Let’s Slim 

stockings and leggings! 

Let’s Slim will try its best to satisfy the needs of various markets.  



Contact Us 

Let’s Slim is willing to be your partner on the road to success 

http://www. lets-slim.co.kr    


